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Erratum: Enhancement in the dynamic response of a viscoelastic fluid flowing in a tube
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It has been called to our attention that a few typographical errors in the printed version of the paper escaped our
and that a mistake was made in connection with the calculation of the optimum pumping frequency range for bloo
arteries. Concerning the typographical errors, the former Eq.~5! should be replaced by
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while the correct Eq.~8! should read
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As far as the optimum pumping frequency range is concerned, indeed an error is involved in the calculation. We mi
used 5 p and 20 p instead of the correct values 5 cp and 20 cp. This means that the correct results fora l , ah , vmax l , vmaxh ,
n l , andnh should have read

a l53.531022,

ah542.875,

vmax l513.42 rad/sec,

vmaxh50.38 rad/sec,

n l'2 Hz,

nh'0.06 Hz.

Of course the value ofah542.875 is certainly aboveac and therefore at least bothvmaxh and nh are open to question
because they lie outside the range where Eq.~10! applies. In any event, the calculation was also flawed by the fact that we
the relaxation time of blood cells rather than the relaxation time of fresh blood. According to Thurston@1#, this latter relaxation
time is of the order of 1 sec. Using such relaxation time and the correct values of the viscosity we find

a l52.131023,

ah52.57,

vmax l555 rad/sec,

vmaxh51.57 rad/sec,

n l'8.7 Hz,

nh'0.25 Hz.
Therefore, the qualitative arguments that we used in the paper concerning the merits of the simple linear calculatio

valid.

We want to thank D. Tsiklauri and B. Mena for pointing out the typographical errors and the fact that the calculation
optimum pumping frequency range for blood was not correct, respectively.
@1# G. B. Thurston, Biorheology13, 191 ~1976!.
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